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INTRODUCTION
The basic purpose behind, this thesis is that it gives
me an opportunity to explore in depth a subject I have
long been interested in. I have always found predatory
birds fascinating and love to just sit and watch them.
They represent a spirit of freedom that I envy. They
perch high in dead, trees and look like kings surveying their
domains. They soar for hours high in the sky with barely
a beat of their wings, like spirits, just drifting along.
They have strength and power, but they do not use it
just for the pleasure of dominating others. They live in
harmony with nature, not fighting it as man so often
does. I respect these birds, but I am also envious of
them.
I originally had four birds in mind when I was trying
to decide which bird to concentrate on. The eagle is a
fantastic bird, but he is not very often found in New York.
I have only heard of a few so I thought it best to leave
them alone. Perhaps left alone, they will multiply. The
great-horned owl was another choice, but he is a nocturnal
bird. I felt this was too much of a disadvantage for the
time I had. The osprey is an amazing bird. When I was
doing trail work in the Adirondacks, there was a pair
living nearby. I have not heard of their being seen in
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about five years. The others are located either along
the 6t. Lawrence or Long Island. They were too
far away
to study. The red-tail hawk, however, is relatively
common in these parts. I could observe a number of them
so as not to disturb any one pair too much. They were
therefore the logical choice for my study.
The works in this project are not intended to be a
series of illustrations, nor are they a series of abstrac
tions. There are some of both. The main idea is to con
vey the reaction I had during my study. This is what I
have tried to put across.
As I developed my thesis the idea of motion became
more and more important. By the time I was done it had
become just as important as the hawk itself. Birds and
motion go hand in hand, so I could think of no better way
to explore the red-tail hawk than in motion.
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SECTION I
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE BIRD
Buteo jamaicensis, the red-tailed hawk, derives
its name from the rich reddish brown color of the upper
surface of its tail. It is the most robust and powerful
of any hawk in the buteo genus. It may be found almost
anywhere in North America.
The shape of the red-tailed hawk is the same as most
buteos. It is a large hawk with broad wings and a broad
rounded tail. Its wingspan is about 46-50 inches for a
male and 48-56 inches for a female. Its body length is
19-22 inches for a male and 21-25 inches for a female.
The upper parts, or top side of the bird as it flies,
are a dark chocolate brown with blotches of shades of
grayish white. The upper surface of the tail when the
bird matures is a rich reddish brown color with a narrow,
white band near the tip of the tail.
The underparts are white with grayish brown or buff
streaks on the upper breast. The lower breast may be
slightly .streaked, if at all. The upper abdomen also has
Leon Hausman, Birds of Prey of Kortheastern North
America (Clinton: Colonial Press, Inc., 1965), p. 29.
a band of grayish brown streaks. The lower
abdomen
is usually white and unmarked. The
undersurface of
the wings show feathers with dark
tips.^ Grayish brown
bands may also be faintly visible.
The red-tailed hawk has been called one of our
more regal birds. From the way it perches boldly on
the
high, dead branch to its soaring on wings
in circles for hours at a time, it seems to carry itself
majestically.
The red-tail is usually seen as a soaring bird.
Catching the wind currents and updrafts, it may set its
wings and just circle wider and higher until it is out
of sight. This is how most people usually see and
associate the red-tail. One person who watches hawks
claimed to have watched one soar continually for 9 hours.
Part of the reason for this association may be his
apparent distrust of man. If a man enters the area in
which the hawk is hunting, the hawk will leave. I have
also noticed that if a hawk is perched near a road he will
ignore the cars unless one slows down or stops; then he
will leave. For this reason, many of the times he is seen
by an inexperienced observer he is flying, leading to the
conclusion that he is mainly a soaring bird.
2Ibid.
^Alexander Sprunt, Jr., North American Birds of
Prey (New York: Harper and Brothers Inc., 1955), p. 59,
Hausman, p. 31.
John Craighead in one of his studies noticed that
red-tails have both ranges and territories. The range
is a large area where the hawk hunts. The average size
of a range is about four square wiles. The size of the
range is generally inversely proportional to the size of
the food, supply. This area is not defended against
intruding red-tails and may even be shared with other
types of hawks.
The territory is a smaller area within the range.
It is in this area that the nest will be built. This
territory will be defended. Any stray predatory birds
entering this area will be chased off.
V.ithin its range the hawk will find a series of
favorite perches that he will use. These perches are,
on the average, 40^ feet above ground level. They are
generally on dead trees or poles that offer a good view
in all directions and in open areas. Sometimes in hot
weather hawks will look for a shady spot. They will
also choose a couple of perches for plucking what they
have caught. It has been my experience that these
plucking perches are usually in a spot where the bird is
protected on one side. I feel that this is so that while
the hawk is eating it cannot be attacked from behind.
When the red-tail is hunting, he does not hunt his
%.Leslie Brown and Dean Amadon, Eagles, Hawks and
Falcons of the World (New York: McGraw-iiili Book Co.,
1968), p. 608.
whole range. He hunts one section at a time. He may
change perches, but he will stay in that general area
unless he is disturbed. Then the next time he hunts he
will move to another area within his range. By hunting
in this manner, he does not deplete his food supply too
much at any single place.
When the red-tail is hunting from a perch, he usu
ally lands and sits motionless, turning only his head.
When he sees a movement, he watches that area until he
sees his prey. Once he spots it, he drops from his
perch, diving through the brush if need be to get it.
At the last moment he throws his wings and tail back,
tucks his head against his chest and pushes his feet as
far forward as possible. If the catch is small, such as
a mouse, he will eat it on the spot. If it is larger, he
will carry it to a perch and pluck and eat it or take it
to the nest for the young.
There seems to be some controversy as to whether the
red-tail hunts while he is. soaring. Some, such as
Hausman, say he does not because he is too far from his
7
prey to reach it quickly enough. Others, such as
Austing, feel he does hunt and will attack from a soaring
position if the prey is exposed long enough to reach
Mary Grossman and John Hamlet, Birds of Prey of





it. I am inclined to say he does because I have seen
soaring red-tails drop after prey and have talked with
others who have also seen the same thing. It seems,
though, that if he does hunt on the wing, it is not the
usual method.
The best way to describe the diet of the red-tail
is to say that he will eat almost anything small enough
for him to kill. His diet varies widely depending on the
location and type of small animals that are abundant. In




study found that during
the winter his diet was 84-89$ mice and 0.6-7.8$ rabbits,
pheasants and other small birds. During the summer
when there are more animals out, the diet becomes more
widely varied, adding to his list animals that have
hibernated through the winter- The red-tail's diet is
not restricted to warm-blooded animals. He catches and
eats grasshoppers, water beetles and other large insects,
although he apparently does not feed them to his young.
He also catches snakes and lizards. He has even been seen
eating carrion and picking up dead animals from the side
8Ronald G. Austing, The World of the Red-Tailed
Hawk (New York: Lippincott Co. , 1964), p. 15,
'Brown and Amadon, p. 607.
John and Frank Craighead, Hawks, Owls and Wild
life (Harrisburg: Stackpole Co., 1956), p. 130.
Brown and Amadon, p. 607.
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of roads. Being a more general feeder is probably an
advantage to the red-tail. A shortage of field mice
would force others, such as the marsh hawk or the
rough-
legged hawks, to move to a new location, but the red-tail
can shift to birds or rabbits that are too large for other
12
predators to handle.
The courtship of a pair of red-tails is really some
thing to see. It usually takes place about early February.
J
The pair soars about, screaming frequently, with the male
above and behind the female. As they get higher, the male
will swoop or dive at the female, pulling up at the last
moment before hitting her. Occasionally the female will
roll over and present her talons in mock battle. The
male sometimes does a series of shallow dives in this manner
or may pull up for his first dive and continue soaring.
He may also end his flight with a series of dives ending
14
at a perch. Occasionally a third mature red-tail or
pair may soar nearby or even join in the activities. Im




Following the courtship flight, mating takes place.
Once the red-tails have mated, they remain together for





Brown and Amadon, p. 608,
^Austing, p. 4.1.
Red-tails seem to show a preference for patches
of woodland with open fields nearby when looking for a
nesting site. In New York State, a study of 167 nests
found 70 in beech trees, 45 in maples, others in various
trees in small numbers and only 1 in an evergreen. The
nests were between 35 and 85 feet above the ground.
The nest is usually stuck in a crotch in a tree,
although in some parts of the country cliff ledges are
used. There is no set thickness for the nest. It may
simply be added on top of an old nest. The base is made
of sticks up to >2 inch thick and as long as can be carried,
usually about 2 feet. Once the outer platform is done,
the inside is shaped and lined with smaller twigs. Some
times grass, inner bark or other soft materials are used.
The nest is approximately 30 inches across. The inner
depression is about 15 inches across and 4 or 5 inches
deep.
'
During this period the hawks are very touchy. If
they are disturbed they will simply abandon the nest and
start a new one elsewhere.
The female lays her eggs between r.arch and May.
She usually lays 2 or 3 eggs, occasionally 4. The eggs
are generally a dull or off white with blotches of dull
1 ft
John Bull, Birds of New York State (New York:




reddish or yellowish brown.
The incubation period is about 30 days. The female
does most of the incubation, the male bringing food and
occasionally relieving her. When she is relieved by the
male, she will hunt, but seldom out of sight of the nest.
The chicks take one or two days to hatch from the
time the egg is cracked. They are covered with a soft,
silky down. They are brooded almost constantly for the
next few days to keep them warm.
On the second day, the mother usually begins feeding
the young. She pulls off small bits of meat from her
prey which the young instinctively peck at. The young
eat meat and small bones for calcium.
At about two weeks., the young are strong enough to
stand. They scream at their parents when they see them
fly past. They also begin to grow feathers.
At
four-
weeks, the chicks spend a lot of time
walking around the nest and flapping their wings. They
start striking at sticks in play. They can partially
feed themselves when brought small prey.
At five weeks the parents must hunt almost con
stantly to feed the young. The young have most of their
feathers and can jump and flap to nearby branches. They
tear up almost all of their food by themselves.
By the time they reach six weeks they are almost
fully grown and are flying to nearby trees. They will
continue eating from the nest for another few weeks and
will make more practice flights.
8
Shortly after this the parents will skip some
feedings to encourage the young to hunt. They will also
drop the prey so the young will strike at it as it falls
and carry it to a tree to eat. ooon the young will
begin
to soar with their parents, with practice they will learn
19
to hunt on their own.
y
Before the summer is over they
will have become self-sufficient and will wander off*
The process of hunting seems to be instinctive. I
could find no evidence of the parent birds showing their
young how to hunt. The skill of hunting comes from prac
tice although even the mature adult seems to miss more
often than he strikes his prey.
When fall comes, all of the immature red-tails migrate.
There does not seem to be any specific destination to their
migration. Apparently they just move in a southernly direc
tion until they find a location that has not been claimed
by other red-tails and with enough food to last through
the winter- As an example, 20 young red-tails were banded
in a small section of Alberta, Canada. They were recovered
in an area that reached from Alberta to Galveston, Texas
to Atlanta, Georgia to Ohio to Manitoba. This is roughly
the shape of a rectangle placed diagonally across the
20
United States.
Some of the mature red-tails also migrate. The
mated pair that does migrate generally will return to their
1
"'Brown and Amadon, p. 608.
Ousting, p. 95.
range in the spring. However, it seems that if their
range will support them during that winter and the wea
ther is not extremely cold, they will stay.
Those that remain in their range year-round change
their routine somewhat during the winter. The first
change is in their roosting habits. They do not continue
to roost at or near the nest. Instead, they use ever
greens as shelter. They use a tree to roost only for a
few days before they move to another. The hawks that do
not migrate drift or wander about their range which they
enlarge during the winter. This drift seems to be quite
regular, so that by studying the bird for awhile, one can
predict where it will be next.
The bird does not usually begin hunting first tning
in the morning. sr Instead it warms itself in the sun and
preens for an hour or so. It then flies over its range
as if inspecting it. It is, by the way, much more defen
sive of its range during the winter, especially of other
red-tails. Pairs usually stay closer together during the
winter and often perch side by side to hunt. They change
perches more often, especially when hungry.
With the exception of migration, red-tails do not
fly any great distance at one time. The Craigheads noticed
this in their study of hawks, v.hen moving from one point
to another, the most the hawks ever went in a straight line
21




The red-tail seems to be very intelligent. I
have
found several examples of this. For instance, if the hawk
can make things easier for himself, he will. When a farmer
is doing something in his field, such as haying or har
vesting that will expose or flush out prey, the hawk
will perch nearby and wait for the farmer to chase the
food out. If the farmer stops and gets off the tractor,
the hawk will leave but come back when the farmer goes
back to work. Hawks will also seek out game shooting
preserves after hunting season. There they will pick up
22
wounded game. Once a red-tail has been caught and
tagged by one trapping method, the odds of catching it
23
again the same way are slim; it has learned its lesson.
These hawks have been observed, when their quarry is in
a spot they cannot reach, to fly away very obviously,
wait a while, then sneak back to their original position
24
to catch their quarry. All these things point out the
intelligence of this bird.
Perhaps the most mistaken idea I have come across
while studying the red-tail is that all predatory birds
are useless, wanton killers. This is just not true. Those
that do kill their prey will do so only when hungry or
feeding their young. Occasionally a bird will not eat his
22
Austing, p. 115.
25Ibid. , p. 111.
24Ibid., p. 118.
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prey, but this is a rare exception. There are
examples
of birds that have killed a large animal returning
25
repeatedly until it is consumed.
^
The primary function of the red-tails is popula
tion control. The constant pressure they put on such
animals as field mice helps keep them from becoming
over-populated. The hawks weed out the sick and weak of
their prey since those are slower than the healthy ones
and therefore easier to catch. Even so, more animals die
from cold, sickness and starvation than are killed by
hawks. A study by Errington on the effects of predatory
birds on quail population showed that predators only had
a serious effect when the number of quail in an area
exceeded a certain level. The predators then only help
maintain the balance of life.
The red-tail then is a very interesting bird. Its
coloring with its varying rich dark browns and contrasting
whites provides the artist with many subtle colors with
which to work. Its proud and lofty bearing gives it an
air of regality. Its soaring creates a sense of freedom
and envy. Its strength commands respect. But the most
important factor is that it is misunderstood, and because
of this, it is being destroyed. If the artist,
through'
his work can make people take a second look at the red-tail,
then he has helped this noble bird to survive.
-^Brown and Amadon, p. 78.
2
Errington, Ecology Monographs (15: 1-34); cited
in Brown and Amadon, p. 80.
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SECTION II
COMMENTS ON MY WORK
I have been using birds as a subject in my work
for about five years now. I have always been an outdoor-
type person. I enjoy being out in the woods, hiking and
camping and that sort of thing. Likewise, I have always
enjoyed watching birds and animals in the wild.
It would seem natural then that my work would also
follow the same interests. I worked with figures and land
scapes for awhile. One day I decided that I wanted to
work with something other than what most of the people
around me were doing. At the time, no one else in my
school was working with birds or animals so that is what
I concentrated on.
Later on one of my teachers who I respected very
much made a comment to the effect that a lot of people will
never make it as artists because they dabble in a lot of
things but never really explore any one idea in any depth.
The other mistake he felt they made was that they would do
something that was successful once and just keep repeating
it the same way; they would get in a rut. After that
I decided I would concentrate mainly on birds and see
where that went. That does not mean, however, that I do
13
not do anything other than birds. I do, but I generally
do not show them. Nor does it mean that is all I will
ever work with,
is tN-
Most of my works are concerned with motion. This
came about primarily as the result of an accident. I
had been experimenting with transfers in lithography. One
day I noticed while doing an offset transfer that if the
paper shifted between runs through the press it would
produce a second lighter image. I experimented with deli
berately moving the paper during the transfer process
and eventually came up with basically the same process I
use today.
;>:
The idea of motion intrigued me. I began looking at
things in motion more closely. I started looking for
examples of motion in other
artists'
works. I found a
small number of artists who worked with motion but none
that really struck me as the ultimate solution to showing
motion. Most artists froze their subject in a pose
suggesting motion which can be effective if done well.
Something which seemed more interesting was trying to
create the illusion that the subject is actually moving.
I have been experimenting with the concept of motion
in a number of ways. I have tried freezing the bird in
an action pose with varying degrees of success. I have
tried to make the bird a blur across the paper. I have
made the bird move toward a tree and at the same time
made the tree move toward the bird. I have tried freezing
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the bird and making the entire background zoom past him.
Most recently, I have tried half freezing, half blurring
the image to create the feeling that the bird is there,
but the viewer is only getting a fleeting glimpse as it
goes by. All of these methods have been successful to
a certain point. I say to a certain point because I feel
that these different methods have different restrictions
and limits inherent to the medium used. I do feel, how
ever, that I have gotten a sense of motion when I wanted
it. I have not yet, though, reached a point where I feel
that I have completely explored the concept of motion.
That is a long way yet to come.
My style is hard to explain because it changes
depending on the nature of what I am trying to show. It
ranges from realism to abstraction. Usually it comes some
where in between. The word that comes to mind when trying
to describe it is impressionism. I am trying to record
the impression I got at an exact moment in time.
The approach my work takes is one of two points of
view. Either the subject is totally unaware of the viewer
or he is well aware of the viewer. If it is aware of the
viewer I try to make it obvious to the point that the viewer
feels he is right there face to face with the subject. If
I can make the viewer slightly uncomfortable with this
involvement, so much the better.
When I do realistic work I try to pick a pose or a
situation that is not commonly used. The common poses that
15
are familiar with much illustration work I try to avoid.
So rather than showing a front view of a bird sitting on
a limb, I may turn him around for a back or three-quarter
back view. This is just a way of making my work
different
from others.
Another interesting thing about my work is the back
ground. It is usually a clean solid white or black. I
can come up with no logical explanation for it. That is
just the way I like it. Even when there is something in
the background, it usually has a way of turning out crisp
and neat.
Many people ask me where I get the birds I use as
subjects. My answer is anywhere and everywhere. I usually
have a pair of field glasses in my car with me wherever I
go. If I have the time and spot some hawks near the road,
I stop and watch. Before I was married, I was usually late
arriving to see my girlfriend because invariably I would
spot something interesting along the way and would stop to
watch. I still do. The zoo is a good place to see birds
up close, but I cannot draw there. I find it too depressing.
I also hate having people looking over my shoulder while I
am working. Whenever I can borrow a camera with a telephoto
lens, I take pictures. They come in especially handy.
Most of the w.rks done for my thesis came from
five pairs of hawks. Four were in the wild near Sodus
Williamson, Walworth and Honeoye Falls. The fifth pair
was in the Rochester zoo. I relied quite a bit on photo-
16
graphs and slides I have taken.
I have, in the process of studying these birds,
gone
through quite a bit, I have hiked through swamps, crawled
through the grass, hid in bushes and climbed trees. I
have also fallen out of a couple of trees.
The biggest problem I had doing my work was the lack
of cooperation on the part of the birds. They definitely
do not line being watched. If they saw me or anyone else
around, that was it. They were gone. There was no way I
could bring them home to draw.
Another problem I ran into was the speed with which
they could move. Sometimes the difference between what
I thought I saw and the high speed photograph I took
off
was amazing. I found the best way to work was to watch
and then draw from memory.
Most of my works are just that drawn from the mind.
Impressions if you want to call them that. But that is
what they are. The impression a certain sighting or event
left in my mind. This is the feeling I try to catch in
my work.
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BUTEO JAMAICENSIS - TAKEOFF I
The purpose of this print is to show the red-tail
at the instant of takeoff. I found that I could see a
lot of takeoffs close hand using the bird's natural
distrust of man. I would look for the red-tails sitting
near the road. Since I knew that they would take off
as soon as I stopped, I would haver my camera all set up
in the window. As I rolled up to a bird, I would wait
until he was in my view finder and stop. Within a matter




This print was done as a wash drawing on an aluminum
plate. It was etched once with a solution of 5 drops of
phosphoric acid per ounce of gum arabic. (See Section III
for a detailed description of the etching process.)
20
B. J.
This print came about as a result of an unsuccessful
attempt to sneak up on a sleeping red-tail. I had spotted
him flying into a tree to roost just as the sun was going
down and decided to come back before dawn. I had almost
gotten close enough to do a good study when he spotted
me and flew off. As he left, all I saw was a slight
flicker of wings against the dark sky.
21

This print was drawn on a zinc plate with a soft
litho pencil. It was drawn in the negative. That is
to say what was drawn light would print
dark and vice
versa. The whole plate was then spray aqua-tinted
and
put in the acid bath.
23
THE HAWK
The story behind this print is more about the wood
block than anything else. I found this block of wood
in the trash down in the woodshop one afternoon. It had
a really interesting grain pattern in it so I picked it
up and shoved it in my pack. Later I printed it just as
it was to see what came up. It then lay around my desk
for a couple of months because 1 couldn't decide what to
do.with it. I could see in it two birds, a comet, a
woman and a baleen whale among other things, I wanted
to use the natural grain as much as possible with as




. BUTEO JAMAICENSIS - DROPPING
"This* print shows the
instant'
before the red-tail
strikes his prey. He has spotted it, flown into posi
tion above and behind it and is now ready. As he comes
'down on it, he waits until the last split second; then
he throws his legs out, his wings, tail and head up
end
back and drops down for the strike.
26
Dropping
This print was done as a multiple offset transfer.
(See Section III for a step by step explanation.) The
original drawing was transferred in a series of irregu
lar steps in a straight line up and off the paper. The
bottom of the bird from the base of the tail to the
unfeathered part of the leg, as well as the talons, were
added after the transfer was completed. The etch was
10 drops of nitric acid per ounce of gum arabic for both
etches.
28
BUTEO JAMAICENSIS - SOARING
The print is the result Of an experience I had with
a red-tail last spring. I was out walking through a woods
near my house when I noticed a large nest in a nearby tree.
I was climbing a neighboring tree to look into the nest
when a pair of red-tails appeared overhead circling and
screaming at me. Occasionally one would swoop down and
then soar up and away.
This is the instant I have shown. The hawk has
swooped down and pulled up. He is now just a blur shooting




This print was made by the multiple offset method.
(See Section III for the step by step procedure,) The
transfers were moved in a slight arc rather than a slight
h
'
line. A very few additions were made after the transfer,
primarily just darkening a few areas. The whole stone
was etched with 10 drops of nitric acid per ounce of gum
for the first etch and 15 drops for the second etch.
As a bleed print the image extended a little beyond
the edge of the paper. The ink just past the edge of the
paper is not picked up by the newsprint and will tend to
"v--5.r
fill in if not watched, carefully. Anyone using this
4"
. !.v
method should pay particular attention to this type of area,
especially on a large edition.
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BUTEO JAMAICENSIS - ALIGHTING
This is the first print that I started moving some
thing other than just the bird. The premise is that if
one object is approaching another, when it gets close,
both sometimes appear to be moving.
Red-tails in this area seem to have learned a new
trick hovering. By heading into a stiff breeze, they
can remain in the same spot with the wind supporting them
without., flapping their wings. The red-tail in this print
flew in over his perch, hovered briefly over it and then
dropped down on it.
32
Alighting
This print was done on an aluminum plate. It
consists of two multiple offset transfers. (See Section
III.)
The"
transfers were on separate sheets of paper
but were both transferred at the same time. The face
and feet were added later. The plate was etched with a
solution of 3 drops of phosphoric acid to an ounce of
gum arabic. (See Section III.)
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BUTEO JAMAICENSIS - ENERGY OF LANDING
One of the things that has always impressed me
about predatory birds is their energy. Everything they
do has a sense of energy to it. In this print I
have
drawn not so much the bird as the energy emanating from




This is a drawn wash on an aluminum plate. The
image was drawn on the litho plate with a litho pencil.
A fine mist of water was then sprayed on the plate. The
drawing was then brushed very lightly to draw out the
wash. The plate was only etched once with a solution
of 2 drops of phosphoric acid per ounce of gum arabic.
(See Section III for this procedure.)
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BUTEO JAMAICENSIS -ENERGY OF TAKEOFF
When the bird takes off the energy just bursts
forth. It seems to explode in a burst of energy and
then, it is airborne. This print is an attempt to graphi
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Energy of Takeoff
This was done on the same aluminum plate as "Energy
of
Landing."
After the last "Energy of
Landing"
print
was pulled, the plate was re-inked and fanned dry. It
was then buffed down with talc and counteretched. The
counteretch solution was made of 1 ounce of hydrochloric
acid and, 1 ounce of phosphoric acid to a gallon of water.
The solution was poured on the plate, slid back and forth
for 1 minute and poured off. This was done three times.
The plate was then blotted and fanned dry.
The additions were a drawn wash as was the first set
of prints on the plate. The plate was etched once with 3
drops of phosphoric acid per ounce of gum arabic
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BUTEO JAMAICENSIS - DIVING
The purpose of this print is to create a feeling
of movement that continues without resorting to the use
of the bleed print technique. The placement of the hawk
as he starts his dive and the large open area that he is




This print was done first with a multiple offset
transfer. (The transfer procedure is explained in Section
III.) The head and feet were added afterward. Some
areas In the bird were darkened with a brush and transfer
ink.
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BUTEO JAMAICENSIS - FLIGHT BY THE WOODS
This print came about because of two things. First,
I had taken some pictures on a cloudy day. Since I had
to use a slower shutter speed most of the pictures were
slightly blurred either in the bird or the background or
both. The bird came from one of those photos. Secondly,
a few weeks later I was watching a bird through field
glasses when I realized that the bird appeared to be
moving because everything behind him was moving in the
opposite direction. When I combined these two things in
my mind I was so excited about it that I made a special





















Flight by the Woods
This print was done on one litho stone and printed
in one run. The drawing process, however, had to be
spread out over a week.
The first step was to block on the borders with
gum arabic. After the gum was dry, the bird was painted
on the stone with transfer ink. (See Section III for the
formula for making transfer ink.) The ink was then allowed
to dry for 48 hours. The bird was then painted over with
-fit-
two coats of gum arabic. After the gum had dried, the back
ground was done as a multiple offset transfer. (See Section
III for the procedure.) After the transfer, the stone
was washed off with a lot of running water. This cleaned
the gum off the bird so it could be talced. It also
washed the background transfer off the bird and the bor
ders. When the stone was dry it was talced and given a
straight gum etch; no acid was used. The second etch was
10 drops of nitric acid to an ounce of gum arabic.
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B.J. - RED TAIL
While taking photographs of red-tails in the zoo
one day, I saw one of them take off across the cage. I
took his picture just as he was in mid-flight. The
picture came out half fuzzy from the motion, but the
effect intriguing. I was at home when the idea struck
so I tried it as a pastel, liked the effect and turned the





The lithograph was printed in four runs. The back
and wings were printed first in black. The same plate
was then printed in a light brown with the registration
slightly off. This created the three dimensional effect
when seen up close. The tail was printed twice with the
same reddish brown both times. This deepened the color
and gave the tail the same visual effect as the rest of
the bird.
The image was put on the stone with a rubbing ink.
It was applied with a piece of nylon stocking stretched
tightly over my finger. When the rubbing ink is applied,
the finger must be in motion when it makes contact with
the stone and while in contact with it. If the motion
is not continuous, the ink will smudge or leave blotches.
The stone was etched with a solution of 5 drops
nitric acid per ounce of gum arabic on the first etch.
The second etch was a 10 drop per ounce solution.
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LANDING STUDY - B.J.
This drawing uses a slightly different approach
than most of my other prints. The feeling of motion is
still important but the motion is created more by what
goes on within the bird than anything else. It is drawn
aa you would see it. The action is fast so very little





FLIGHT STUDY - BUTEO JAMAICENSIS
This is not a takeoff study because the hawk has
been airborne for awhile. He has flown onto the page
after taking off from further up the branch. The motion
is much slower here than the landing study, but it is
still there as a slight shaking of the branch and a slight
blurring of the
bird'





BUTEO JAMAICENSIS - TAKEOFF II
The basic purpose behind this print is to combine the
two separate techniques that I have been using. I have
previously been using the multiple offset transfer to
create a feeling of motion. Just recently I have developed
a drawing style that conveys a sense of motion. This print
then is the natural progression of events, the assimilation
of two separate techniques into one.
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Take Off
This image was made by using both a multiple offset
transfer and rubbing ink. The hawk and the limb he is on
were done first with rubbing ink. The stone was then
rosined and talced. The image already on the stone was
painted over with a thin coat of gum arabic. After the
gum was dry, I blew the excess rosin and talc off the
stone with an air hose. The trees in the background were
then put in using a multiple offset transfer. (See Section
III for more information on transfers.) This transfer
was drawn over with rubbing ink.
The stone was printed twice. The first run was with
a dark gray. The second run was a very light brown.
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SECTION III
TECHNICAL NOTES ON SOME OF MY METHODS
Most of the motion studies were done by what I call
a multiple offset transfer. This means that the image
is transferred a number of times from the same master.
The result is an image that gets progressively lighter.
Transfer ink is used for the original drawing. I
make my own by mixing two parts Sinclair Valentine rolling-
up black #LA 72437 to one part asphaltum by volume. This
makes a solid greasy ink which does not dry for a long
time. It may be thinned with lithotine if desired.
The image is drawn or painted on a clean paper with
transfer ink. A slick-surfaced paper works best. The
paper is then placed image down on a clean stone or plate.
A backing paper is set over the transfer. The stone is
then run through the press, at a slightly higher than
normal pressure, three times back and forth. The trans
fer is then moved slightly and run through the press twice.
This is repeated until the desired effect is obtained.
After the transfer is completed necessary changes
can be made. If a second transfer is to be done in a
different direction, I let the plate dry overnight first.
A thin layer of gum over the first image will keep it
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intact during the second transfer.
When the stone is complete, it is dusted with rosin,
then talced and buffed down. I then pour a thin coat of
gum arabic on the stone and work it around with a sponge
for two or three minutes. If the image is very light
this will serve as the etch. If not, the etch should be
no stronger than 10 drops of nitric acid per ounce of gum
arabic. I would recommend a five drop solution. After
the etch, I work some more gum arabic around for a couple
of minutes, then skin it down and buff it dry.
After the gum is dry, the image can be washed out
with lithotine and rolled-up. I proof the image until it
is almost the way I want it to print, then roll it up again
but instead of printing it, I fan it dry.
The second etch is done in the same manner as the
first etch. The only difference is that the second etch
should be stronger. I would use a 10 drop solution.
The energy prints were done with drawn washes. The
drawing was first done as a litho pencil drawing on the
stone. The stone was then sprayed with a very fine mist
of water or lithotine. The wash was then drawn out by
very gently pulling
a brush across the drawing. A word
of caution here; the stone must be level
when this is done
or all the drawing will run to the low spot. The stone
was etched like a plain wash drawing.
When working with an
aluminum plate I always counter-
etch it before using it. The
solution I use is one ounce
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of hydrochloric acid to one gallon of water. The solution
is poured on the plate and slid back and forth for about
30 seconds, then poured off. This is done three times.
The plate is then rinsed with water, blotted to
absorb excess water and fanned dry.
The purpose of the counteretch is twofold. First,
it cleans dust and oxidation off the plate. Secondly, it
forms a metallic salt layer on the plate which, because
of its adsorptive qualities, makes it more receptive
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to grease.
I use two different etching methods for aluminum
plates with good success. The procedure is the same in
the methods. The only difference is in the etching solu
tion. The first method uses a commercial solution, Pro
Sol Fountain Solution #54 mixed in a 1:1 ratio with gum
arabic. The second method uses one to four drops of
phosphoric acid per ounce of gum arabic. I generally use
3 drops.
I usually let the plate at least set overnight after
the image is done to let the grease soak into the plate
a bit. The plate is then buffed with talc. Any very light
spots on the plate are covered with pure gum arabic. The
etching solution is
brushed onto the plate with a wide
brush, starting with the non-image areas.
The solution
2%aro Antreasian and Clinton Adams, The Tamarind
Book of Lithography: Art and
Techniques. (New York:
Harry N. Abrams Inc., 19/1),
p. 279.
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is brushed back and forth for about a minute. The plate
is then skinned down with cheesecloth and fanned dry. I
let the dry plate set for 2-4 minutes. If the fountain
solution stays on the plate for more than 15 minutes, it
will chemically seal the plate; nothing will print! I
then wash the etching solution off with a damp sponge and
pour gum arabic on the plate. I sponge it around for
2-3 minutes, then skin it down and buff it dry as evenly
as possible.
This usually stabilizes the plate. If, however, it
is not stable when rolled up with ink, the plate may be
given a second etch. The second etch is the same as the
first one.
The etching that has a crayonlike quality to it was
done with a litho pencil. If a dark background is desired,
I simply draw on the plate with a soft litho pencil and
then spray aquatint the whole plate. The drawing will
print with the heaviest part of the pencil drawing printing
lightest and the lighter parts darker.
To get a light background two methods can be used.
First the plate can be just drawn on with litho pencil
and then etched. The open-bite in the background will
print light gray.
The second method uses a lift ground. The image is
first painted with a lift ground. After the lift ground
is dry, the whole plate is
covered with a thin hard ground.
When this has dried, the lift ground is washed off with
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water. The crayon drawing is then done on the exposed
plate.
Because of the delicate nature of some of my
etchings a constant source of irritation was scratches
from cleaning the plate with sawdust. I tried using just
solvent but found that it would leave a film. I did,
however, develop a solution to my problem. I use a
mixture of soap and solvent.
When mixed together, the soap emulsifies the sol
vent but still allows it to get into the plate. When a
little warm water is rubbed onto the plate, the solvent
floats on top of the soap and water. It then rinses off
easily.
The mixture contains about one part soap to five
parts solvent. Concentrated soaps such as those used for
bubble baths seem to work best. It should be shaken
before each use to re-mix the solution.
I wash the plate off first with just solvent to get
most of the ink or ground off. I then finish cleaning the
plate with the soap and solvent
solution which is rinsed
off with warm water.
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